This unit is THE SOLUTION . It deters
those burrowing rodents who treat your yard
as an underground highway and your plants
as a free lunch!
Buried in your yard, it outputs an
intermittent sonic pulse that is annoying to
moles, but not harmful to domestic pets.
Protects approx. 1500 sq. ft. depending on
soil density
This high powered eliminator is perfect for getting rid of rodents in lawns, gardens, farms, bowling greens, golf courses,
flower beds, vegetable gardens and allotments. They are safe to use near children and family pests and are chemical-free.
Most underground rodents have poor eyesight, but have excellent hearing and they can detect even the slightest vibration
in the ground, which warn them of impending danger. This Eliminator creates low frequency ground vibrations that make it
uncomfortable for them to remain in the area. The Eliminator will work on all soils
but heavier clay soils are better for transmitting the signal so they will give the
maximum coverage between 850 and 1500 Mts2 depending of type of soil.
With a new set of alkaline batteries the ATLANTS Eliminator will keep your
garden rodent free free for about 4-6 months If you have a garden rodent problem,
and the garden eliminator outside are digging mole tunnels and creating mole hills,
these problems are not only unsightly but cause weakness in the structure of the
garden or lawn.
Our TOPO-STOP, repellent unit will eradicate and get rid of garden rodents and
therefore prevent rodent hills and any other problems these garden pests may
cause. TOPO-STOP rodent Eliminator: This is the best and most effective
TOPO-STOP garden rodent eliminator if you have a garden rodent pest problem and want to repel and eradicate garden
moles humanely.
The TOPO-STOP eliminator is inserted into the ground. The eliminator discharges a sonic pulse every 30 seconds. This
sonic pulse of this repellent unit will repel and get rid of the garden moles from the area around. The TOPO-STOP rodent
eliminator is operated by 4 x 1.5 volt “D” sized batteries.

This repellent unit is 100% weather proofed ! Water-resistant aluminum body
with a grass plastic control head. !
Dimension: 40*5.8cm NW/GW:7/8 kgs 24pcs/carton

